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this title is intended to be john o loughlin s ultimate non fiction book going beyond his previous such book
endstation h h with its german title in so many ways that one would hesitate to regard it as a continuation of the
theories broached therein although to some extent it is so much as a revolutionary overhaul and break with them
that should prove to be as logically definitive and thematically exacting as is humanly possible and therefore even
more philosophically comprehensive thus whilst this title may not appeal to everyone on account of its sheer
complexity it should satisfy the curiosity of those who already partly familiar with the author s mature or late period
writings would like to see just how he has progressed and exactly why he considers this to be his ultimate and
therefore definitive theoretical book one that should surely place him right at the forefront of religiously orientated
philosophical endeavour a centretruths editorial luke harper was finally starting to settle into his life a life that had
previously been full of more heartbreak and pain than most people ever experienced he had a job he loved and was
blissfully content in his on again off again relationship with the striking and highly sexual holly but life throws luke
another curveball with the arrival of the alluring april a woman stuck in a tumultuous violent marriage to a famous
athlete luke soon finds himself torn between what is safe familiar and right and what is dangerous unknown and
forbidden tracy calhoun a longtime nurse shares her heart melting memoir of working alongside jj the therapy dog
the brightest and most intuitive dog tracy has ever trained when not mooching dog treats jj is dedicated to helping
humans cope with tragedy and loss through love and hugs tracy calhoun a nurse on staff at samaritan evergreen
hospice house in oregon paused at the bedside of an elderly patient in a coma the woman had no family or friends
but the hospice team had learned she liked dogs so tracy put her golden retriever jj a staff therapist on the woman
s bed jj snuggled up nuzzled a motionless hand and then settled in letting her body warmth cuddle and comfort the
patient in her final hours the woman who had been unresponsive for days then performed her final intentional act
she stroked jj s head tracy recorded the intimate moment on her phone then uploaded it to facebook where she
was keeping a modest account for friends family and community members who knew her and jj in august 2015 that
video went viral and was rapidly seen by tens of millions of viewers worldwide to tracy it was a turning point in her
mission to explain to a wider audience the joy that therapy dogs provide and to do it with humor and canine chaos
as only a dog obsessed with bacon puppies and swimming can along the way tracy s own story has grown and
changed through her love of animals and she s found in difficult times she has needed the same comfort her pups
offer to patients for herself these stories of an unforgettable and deeply intuitive golden retriever named jj as told
by her fabulous handler tracy are shared with humor and heart many wonderful moments happen when working
with therapy dogs and reading about jj s magic is an extraordinarily moving experience donna frindt executive
director project canine an emotionally satisfying and entertaining collection of tales not only between a dog and her
human but between this remarkable soul in a golden retriever suit and dozens of people in crisis from hospice care
to school shootings janet velanovsky owner kaizen pet training behavior an inspiring memoir jj s journey illustrates
the medical and spiritual benefits of the human animal bond through jj s unwavering patience love and support for
the hospice patients and their grieving families jj s journey brings to light that in our greatest time of need every
person can feel they are loved honored and mean something in this world thanks to the unconditional love that
comes so naturally from a therapy dog s heart colby webb founder sav a bull rescue and author of forty one pit
bulls this practical and comprehensive handbook offers step by step instruction guiding entrepreneurs of innovative
technology startups all the way from idea to profitability with its easy to follow format aimed at both experienced as
well as novice entrepreneurs this book covers all technical financial legal and governmental hurdles facing startups
it discusses common causes of business failure and points out the pitfalls to avoid in getting innovative technology
successfully to market what is love what does it truly mean to search for it within ourselves in the world and in the
depths of our hearts in this debut reflective memoir j j laakso masterfully interweaves one man s personal growth
with timeless familiar yet often forgotten truths through a combination of poetic spiritual awakening and
philosophical pondering laakso constructs clear definitions and thought provoking equations to answer some of life
s most profound questions in an increasingly disconnected world this book illuminates our eternal search for what
we truly desire both individually and collectively in a manner that is unparalleled so that we may one day love our
effects with every breath of the rest of our lives as shapes of the infinity of our hearts drawn with the same love
that shines as everything we are sustainably happy together
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